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In-situ Raman spectroscopy analysis of the interface between ceriacontaining SOFC anode and stabilized zirconia electrolyte
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The combined experimental approach for in-situ Raman spectroscopy of the inner “anode|electrolyte” interfaces
in solid oxide fuel cells under current load was examined in a case study centered on the behavior of gadoliniadoped ceria (GDC) interlayers between cermet anodes and stabilized zirconia membrane. The Raman spectra of
ceria at 850 °C were found sensitive enough with respect to the variations of anodic current and fuel gas mixture
composition, which induce oxygen nonstoichiometry changes in GDC. Linear dependence of the Raman peak
area on the open-circuit voltage makes it possible to estimate local overpotentials at the GDC interlayer|electrolyte interface under current load. The calculated local overpotentials exhibit a Tafel-like dependence on the
current density, and are essentially independent on the hydrogen and water vapor partial pressures within the
limits of experimental uncertainties. The relevant rate-determining mechanism may be associated with ion
transfer via the GDC|zirconia interface, whilst the contributions of exchange-related processes involving gaseous
phase are less signiﬁcant in this interfacial zone.

1. Introduction

studying the kinetics of nickel oxide reduction under the SOFC anode
working conditions. The electrode geometry in the model SOFCs, based
on optically transparent single-crystal membranes of yttria-stabilized
zirconia (YSZ) solid electrolyte, provides an opportunity to directly
collect information from the inner interface between the anode and
electrolyte [20]. Continuing this research, the present work is centered
on the in-situ Raman spectroscopy studies of the GDC interlayer|YSZ
interfaces under variable current conditions. One particular goal was to
evaluate detectability of the current-induced changes in cerium oxidation states and oxygen chemical potential at the SOFC anode|electrolyte
interfaces.

Solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs) are among most promising technologies for the electrical power and heat generation from fossil fuels
[1–3]. The SOFC eﬃciency is strongly dependent on electrode performance [2,3]. One of the most common approaches to increase electrochemical activity of the SOFC anodes is related to the use of ceriabased components such as gadolinia-doped ceria, GDC [4,5]. Ceria is
well known as a catalyst for CH4 [6,7] and CO [8,9] oxidation, also
preventing carbon deposition onto the fuel cell anodes [10,11]. The
introduction of GDC protective interlayers makes it possible to suppress
cation diﬀusion and chemical reactions between the anode materials
and solid-electrolyte membrane. Moreover, doped ceria exhibits fast
oxygen ionic transport in combination with a signiﬁcant electronic
conductivity in reducing atmospheres [12,13], which enlarges the
electrochemical reaction zone and, thus, enhances anode performance.
Due to these properties, ceria is also widely used for oxygen sensors
[14,15], hydrogen production [16,17] and other applications.
In previous reports [18,19], a novel combined technique for in-situ
Raman spectroscopy of SOFC electrodes and simultaneous electrochemical measurements was proposed. This approach was validated
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2. Experimental
Schematic drawing and photographs of the model cells tested in this
work are presented in Fig. 1(a–c). The counter electrode (cathode) has
several open circles enabling to pass laser beam through the YSZ single
crystal membrane onto the inner interface between YSZ and anode. The
solid electrolyte crystals (8YSZ, 8 mol.% Y2O3 + 92 mol.% ZrO2) were
produced by the Institute of General Physics RAS (Moscow, Russia); the
optically transparent electrolyte disks (thickness of 500 μm, diameter of
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with Heraeus V006A thinner (mass ratio of 1:1) in a planetary mixer
Thinky ARE-250 (Japan). The resultant GDC paste was screen-printed
on the single crystal membranes using an Ekra E2 instrument (Asys,
Germany) and dried in air at 130 °C. The functional anode layer was
prepared from NiO (Sigma Aldrich) and 10GDC, both pre-annealed in
air at 700 °C. After mixing of the submicron powders (weight ratio of
1:1) and adding 40 wt% Heraeus V006A, the anode paste was screenprinted onto the GDC interlayer. The anode was sintered at 1300 °С
for 2 h; reduction of NiO in ﬂowing H2-N2 gas mixture was performed
at the initial stage of the Raman measurements. The cathode of
(La0.8Sr0.2)0.95MnO3−δ - 10GDC composite (50:50 wt%) was screenprinted onto the opposite side of the single-crystal membrane and
annealed at 1100 °C for 2 h. Finally, platinum current-collecting
layers made of Heraeus CL11-5100 paste were deposited onto each
electrode and sintered in air at 950 °C for 3 h. Typical I-V curves of
one model cell, collected at diﬀerent compositions of the fuel gas
mixture supplied onto the anode, are shown in Fig. 1(d).
The experimental setup used in this work was described elsewhere
[19]. Brieﬂy, this setup comprises a high-temperature chamber with a
single-crystal sapphire sample holder, equipped with Pt wire current
collectors, gas communications and several thermocouples. The model
fuel cell is pressed and sealed onto open end of the sapphire tube placed
in a tubular furnace; a ﬂowing fuel gas mixture is supplied inside this
tube using Bronkhorst mass-ﬂow controllers (The Netherlands). In this
work, humidiﬁed H2-N2 mixtures were used as fuel; the SOFC cathode
was exposed to atmospheric air. The electrochemical measurements
were carried out using a Solartron 1287 potentiostat-galvanostat (UK).
The optical part for scattered radiation registration comprises a green
laser (532 nm), 2 couples of collecting lenses, crossed optical gap, an
optical microscope with CCD-camera, monochromator and a CCD
camera (1340 × 100 pixels) with liquid nitrogen cooled sensor; the
optical scheme and parameters of the Raman measurements can be
found in Ref. [19].
3. Results and discussion
At the ﬁrst stage of the in-situ Raman spectroscopy studies of GDC
interlayer|YSZ membrane interface, eﬀects of the fuel gas mixture
composition were examined. Fig. 2(a) compares the Raman spectra
collected at 850 °C under open-circuit conditions, when the mixtures
with H2/N2 ratio of 1/10, 1/5 and 1/1 were supplied onto the layered
anode. The variations of the hydrogen partial pressure lead, ﬁrst of
all, to systematic changes in the region of 460 cm−1 peak; the literature data [25] show that this signal is quite sensitive to the oxygen
content variations in ceria and corresponds to symmetric oscillations
of oxygen in the ﬂuorite-type crystal lattice. These changes become
more visible in the same Raman spectra normalized to the strongest
peak of cubic zirconia [26], Fig. 2(b). The inset in Fig. 2(c) illustrates
the procedure of the background subtraction used for further reﬁnement. The ground line was approximated by a 3rd order polynomial
with the derivative at the 460 cm−1 peak edges equal to the initial
spectrum derivative. The subtraction results (Fig. 1c) make it possible
to extract the correlation between the oxygen chemical potential and
peak area. The latter was calculated by integrating the Raman scattering intensity around the target peak, in the Raman shift range of
379–517 cm−1. The relationship between the peak area and opencircuit voltage (OCV) determined by the Nernst equation is linear,
Fig. 2(d).
Fig. 3(a) displays the Raman spectra measured as a function of
current density across the SOFC anode. These data correspond to an
intermediate fuel gas mixture composition (H2/H2O/N2 ﬂow ratio of
14.9/2.7/75.0 · 10−6 mol/s) and current load range from 0 to

Fig. 1. Photographs of anode (a) and cathode (b) sides of the model SOFC, schematic
drawing of the entire cell architecture (c), and examples of I-V curves collected for different fuel mixture compositions at 850 °C (d).

21 mm) were cut with a diamond saw, grinded and polished. The optical transmittance tests [21] showed that the electrolyte membranes
transmit more than 70% light energy in the visible light wavelength
region.
The equipment and experimental techniques, employed for the
electrode deposition and characterization, were described in previous
publications [22–24]. The functional Ni-GDC cermet anode layer was
applied onto a thin GDC interlayer made of commercial submicron
Gd0.1Ce0.9O1.95 powder (10GDC, Fuel Cell Materials, USA). During
preparation, the powder was annealed in air at 700 °C and then mixed
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Fig. 2. As-collected Raman spectra vs. fuel gas mixture composition under open-circuit conditions at 850 °C (a), the same spectra normalized to the intensity of strongest zirconia peak (b),
characteristic 460 cm−1 peak after background spectrum subtraction (c), and linear relationship between open-circuit voltage and 460 cm−1 peak area (d).

176 mA/cm2. Again, the 460 cm−1 peak intensity is substantially
dependent of the current density, whilst other parts of the spectra
remain almost unchanged. Notice that similar results were obtained
in the entire range of the fuel gas mixture compositions. As for the
previous case, all the spectra were normalized to the intensity of
strongest zirconia peak (Fig. 3b), followed by subtraction of the
background spectrum, Fig. 3(c). The calculated peak area vs. current
density dependencies in various atmospheres are presented in
Fig. 3(d). The Tafel-like shape of these curves can be easily understood if taking into account the linear correlation between the Raman
peak intensity and oxygen chemical potential at the anode under
open-circuit conditions (Fig. 2d).
Furthermore, the linear relationship shown in Fig. 2(d) enables an
estimation of local overpotential at the GDC interlayer|solid electrolyte interface, i.e. the current-induced deviation of the local chemical potential of oxygen from its equilibrium value. At a ﬁxed
composition of gaseous phase, such a deviation can be derived from
the diﬀerence between peak areas under a given current density and

under open-circuit conditions using the linear regression model
parameters (Fig. 2d). Of course, this interpolation may only be applied in the studied range of the oxygen partial pressures, when
oxygen nonstoichiometry of ceria is strongly dependent of the oxygen
chemical potential. The extrapolation towards higher p(O2) and towards pure dry hydrogen require an additional validation.
The estimated overpotentials (Fig. 4a) exhibit a Tafel-like dependence on the current load, as expected. One important feature is that
the local overpotential at the GDC|YSZ interface is exclusively determined by the current density and remains independent of the fuel gas
mixture composition within the limits of experimental uncertainties.
This fact, and an essentially constant slope of the Tafel-like dependence
(Fig. 4b), suggest that the rate-limiting mechanism in the interfacial
zone is relatively simple and may be associated with anion transfer via
the interface. The calculated slope of ηlocal vs. ln(i) dependence is equal
to RT / (2 nF) with n = 2.2 ± 0.1. Taking into account the substantial
scattering of experimental data points (Fig. 4b), this slope is considered
close enough to the theoretical value, 2. The contribution of exchange-
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Fig. 3. Variations of the Raman spectra under current load: (a), the spectra collected after equilibration at diﬀerent current densities; (b), normalization to the intensity of strongest
zirconia peak; (c), characteristic peak after background subtraction; (d), dependence of 460 cm−1 peak area on the current density at 850 °C.

electrolyte membrane under current load was tested for the case
studies focused on the protective gadolinia-doped ceria interlayers.
The area of 460 cm−1 Raman peak of ceria, sensitive to the oxygen
nonstoichiometry, exhibits detectable variations with the anodic
current and hydrogen partial pressure. The normalized peak area vs.
OCV dependence makes it possible to analyze local overpotentials at
the GDC interlayer|electrolyte interface. Under isothermal conditions, the estimated local overpotentials are exclusively determined
by the current density. This dependence can be linearized in the Tafel
coordinates in the entire studied range of the fuel gas mixture compositions. The relevant rate-determining mechanisms may be associated with ion transfer via the GDC|YSZ interface. The subsequent
rate-limiting steps, such as electrochemical hydrogen oxidation in the
Ni-GDC layer, are indetectable for the tested anode architecture due
to limited laser beam penetration depth. In order to investigate these
steps by the in-situ Raman spectroscopy, the triple-phase boundary
should be directly formed on the YSZ single crystal.

related processes involving gaseous phase, such as hydrogen oxidation
on the GDC surface or in the vicinity of triple-phase boundary, seems
less signiﬁcant. A similar situation is observed for the electronic
transport in GDC, which is dependent on the oxygen partial pressure
and, hence, H2:H2O concentration ratio. At the same time, one should
note that the estimated local overpotential probed at the GDC|YSZ interface may only be considered as a part of electrode polarization
losses. The total overpotential losses, which can be evaluated from the
I-V dependencies of the model cell (Fig. 1d), are up to 5–8 times higher
than the local overpotentials and are dependent on the H2:H2O ratio.
This means that the local current-induced deviations of the oxygen
chemical potential from its equilibrium value at the GDC|YSZ interface
correspond to the ﬁrst step of the anodic process. This step, namely ion
transfer via the interface, is followed by the electrochemical hydrogen
oxidation and electron exchange in the anode functional layer.
4. Conclusions
The new combined technique for in-situ Raman spectroscopy of
the inner SOFC interfaces between the anode and zirconia solid
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